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QUOTING 
 

Quote Options 
We have added additional flexibility to the quoting system, allowing users to include quotes for optional items. 
Since these items are, by their very nature, �optional� they are not included in the totals of the initial quote, and 

are typically printed in a separate column on the quote document. 
 
 

Example of optional items: 
You may wish to quote your client for the design and artwork for a brochure job, but offer various �print options� 
 
e.g. 
QUOTE: 
     Option  Cost 
A4 20pp annual report 
Concept and design       £5,000 
Artwork       £1,000 
 
Print options � 500copies  
Full colour - 150gsm art paper  £720 
Full colour - 150gsm cartridge paper £960 
 
Print options � 1,000 copies  
Full colour - 150gsm art paper  £1,200 
Full colour - 150gsm cartridge paper £1,500 
 
Total       £6,000 
 
As you can see from the above quote, the customer has various choices with regard to the print element of the 
quote. After receiving this �options� quote he may well choose the option quoted at £1,200 
 
He would communicate this back to the agency who would adjust the quote accordingly... 
 
e.g. 
QUOTE: 
       Cost 
A4 20pp annual report 
 
Concept and design -      £5,000 
Artwork       £1,000 
 
Print � 1,000 copies  
Full colour - 150gsm art paper    £1,200 
 
Total       £7,200 
 

Quick quote: 
Clearly, you may be building a quote automatically using Synergist�s �quick quote� feature. This feature will build 

your quote based on an estimate that can include Time & materials and bought-in items like print. 
You can therefore indicate on the estimate which purchase estimates should be considered as being �options� 
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Example: 
Here is an example of using Synergist to create the above options quote. 
 

Estimate the Design & Artwork 

 
 
 

Estimate the cost of printing. 
We have provided 4 options for our client. This is specified by checking the �opt� checkbox. You will notice that as 

soon as you specify that the item is an �option� the �picked for estimate� checkbox is automatically un-ticked. You 
will only re-tick this when you are sure which option your client has selected. 
 

 
 

Quick Quote 
Build your quote using �quick quote� or using a saved build. Notice that the options are displayed in a light grey 
colour. Also, note the options are not included in the grand total. 
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Print the quote 
Here is an example printout of the above options quote. Notice the new columns which are used for displaying 
the options. You will need to have additional �option quote� layouts designed and created for you before you can 

use this new feature. The cost of this will vary depending on the number and complexity of layouts you have 
installed. 
 

 
 

Selecting the chosen option 
In this example our client chose the first option. We therefore right click this line item on the quote screen and 
select �Picked option� from the drop down list of actions. 
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Selected options 
Notice the selected option will display in blue, and it will be included in the grand total. 
 

 
 

Final quote print 
Using your standard quote layout you can now print the quote in the normal way. 
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Quotes - miscellaneous 

Stages quote detail 
A new field has been added for stages to type in quote detail.  This is a text field which means you can elaborate 
about a stage description.  When you build a quote from estimate on a 2-tier job using stages as headings, this 
new field will be transferred into the quote detail on the heading line. 

Highlighted total 
When you highlight more than one line on a quote, the total of these lines is shown at the bottom of the screen. 

 

Quote fee description 
A new company setting has been created which allows you to specify what description is used when a quote line 
is automatically added by the quote fee % feature.  You will find this on the �switches� page of the company 

settings screen.  
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Hide % discount 
If you set up special prices for specific clients, estimates and quotes will normally show the standard unit price 
with a discount against it that represents the special price agreed with the client. 
 

e.g. 
This client has a specially negotiated price for �Client services� of £31.50 per hour (rather than the standard £35 

per hour). 
 

 

 

New option in company settings 
You can now select to �Hide % discount�. 
 

 
 
 
With this setting the unit price simply reflects the negotiated client price. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
In the estimate screen the negotiated price is displayed as the charge rate. The word �Client� appears after the 

value to indicate this is a charge rate based on a special client price. Again, no % discount is displayed. 
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SALES & INVOICING 
 

Batch draft invoicing wizard 

Billing plans 
We have added additional functionality to the batch invoicing wizard. To make it easier to create draft invoices 
based on billing plans we have extended the features of the wizard. In order to create draft invoices for all jobs 
requiring invoicing in a period (typically the current month) all you need to do, after selecting �Batch draft invoice� 

from the �new� button on the draft invoice list, select all open jobs, check the box �use billing plans� and set a 

date range. On clicking �continue� the system will process all the selected jobs. Draft invoices are generated for 

any jobs that are found to have billing plans in the selected period. Any that do not have a billing plan falling 
within the period will be skipped. However, the system will display a printable list of all selected jobs that have not 
generated an invoice, due to a lack of a billing plan. 
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Batch emailing of invoices 
 
Synergist already has a feature to enable the batch emailing of invoices to pre-selected client contacts. This is 
done from the invoicing list by highlighting the required invoices and selecting �email x selected invoices�. 

Previously this always resulted in a separate email for each invoice being emailed. 
 

 
  

New Checkbox 
New checkbox in the email dialog screen �Multiple PDFs per client email� (selected by default). 
 

 
 
 

Multiple email attachments 
The system will attach multiple invoices for the same client to a single email. 
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Setting up sales targets 

Targets - background 
Targets for Turnover, Gross Margin & Net Margin can be set up against individual clients. These figures are then 
used in various reports and in the data viewer & pipeline tool. Actual performance can be compared with the 
sales plan. These targets can also be used as salesperson�s sales targets (�handlers�). A Salesperson�s total 

target for the month would be the sum of his/her client targets (repeat business) and internal client targets (new 
business). 

Setup tool 
Typically you would set up a target for each month of the year, for each client being tracked.  
Since this can be a time consuming exercise we have provided a tool to quickly generate the targets for an 
individual client. On the �Sales info� tab of the client card you will see the targets table. To the right is the targets 
generator. Click the main button to generate 12 months of empty target periods for a chosen year. Then enter the 
total target for the year (for Turnover, GP and NP) and have the system spread this evenly over the 12 periods. 
Alternatively you can put a monthly target in and have this replicated. Obviously, if you wish to have different 
targets per month you can manually override the figures. 
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Sales invoices - miscellaneous 

Job/Phase record financial page invoice list 
You can now sort the sales invoices on the financial page of the job and phase records by clicking on the 
respective column headings. 
 

 

Edit narrative on real invoices 
It is now possible to amend the description and line detail on invoices that have been made real.  Previously this 
was only possible on draft invoices. 
 
 

Main invoice list 
Revenue recognition transactions now show a value on the main invoices list.  This value represents the 
recognised value.  The total value recognised for the whole list is now also shown at the bottom of this screen. 
 

 
 
The �Actions� button has an option to show a total for the highlighted records on the main invoice list.  This 

function has been improved to show the recognised total and also the currency values (this will only appear if all 
the highlighted records use a common foreign currency). 
 
It is now possible to batch make-real drafts which are write-offs and manual invoices, using the option on the 
�Actions� button. 
 

Invoicing alerts 

Company settings � alerts page 
 

 
 
This setting sends out alerts to staff involved in processing sales invoices, notifying that an invoice needs 
approving or making real. The new �suppress confirmations� checkbox suppresses any confirmation alerts to the 
original submitters to say the invoice has been approved/made real. This helps to reduce the number of alerts 
sent to staff. 
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REPORTING 
 

Data viewer 

Data types 
The data viewer has been enhanced to support �data types� in the cutter. 
 
This new feature provides the following features: 
 

a) Ability to group the data output by data type 
b) The ability to cross tab the output by data type 

 
See below for some examples of what you can now achieve with the data viewer. 
 

Selecting data types 
Data types are the types of data that you have chosen to display � as selected in the �display options� tab of the 

data viewer � 
 

 
  

Selecting data type in the cutter 
In the new data viewer you can select �data type� in the cutter. 
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Grouping by data type 
 
As you can see in this example the data is now grouped by data types. 
 

 
 
If the data type is not selected in the cutter the data will display in the previous style, with the data types 
repeated. 
 

  
 

Cross tabbing by data type 
An even more useful feature is the �cross tabbing� option. 
 
Instead of dragging the data type to the right hand window, click the �cross tab� checkbox to the right of �Data 

Type�. You will now see the report formatted in a �cross tab� fashion, with the data types used as column 
headings. 
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Activities 
Filtering now supported of (CRM) activities by activity type, client or client contact. 
 

Filtering by activity type: 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Bill-to client in data viewer 
 
�Bill-to client� now supported for: 

 Sales invoices 
 Sales recognised 
 Billing plans 
 Gross profit 
 Net profit 
 Time sheets 
 Material sheets 
 POs and expenses 

 
�Bill-to client� is a Synergist feature whereby you can choose to invoice a client other than the one linked to the 
job being invoiced. The data viewer now makes it easy to see who has actually been billed and for what work. 
 
In this example some invoices raised on jobs for the �Added value Co.� company have actually been billed to 
�Enterprise Trust�. £110 has been billed to �Enterprise Trust� and just £50 has been billed to the �Added value 

Co�. 
 
The �expenses� and �purchases� data types have been included in the cutter. As you can see expenses & 
purchases that were booked to the �Added Value Co� also appear against �Enterprise Trust using �Bill to Client� 
in the cutter. It is therefore possible to see which expenses were billed out to a different company. 
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Miscellaneous data viewer changes 
 

 The print button is now hidden if there are no available layouts. 
 Maximum number of periods increased from 48 to 52 � to cover an entire year in weeks. 

 
 
 

Reports - miscellaneous 

Schedule stages report 
This is a new report listing jobs by scheduled stage. If you are breaking down your job phases into a set of 
scheduled stages this report is a useful planning tool. The report is grouped by each stage specified in your 
stages table. Then, for each stage, all jobs that are included in the current selection are listed with start and end 
dates for the period the job is planned to be at that stage.  
 

 
 
 

Opportunities export 
This report is available from the Sales pipeline and from the Opportunities list. 
Two additional fields added to the export. 
 

 Pipeline Stage Date Changed 
 Estimated Gross Profit % 
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Staff Utilisation 
You now have the choice to include pending timesheets in this report as well as being able to stipulate whether 
overtime should be included in the calculations. 

Projects 
The total invoiced value has been added as an additional column on this report. 
 

Exports of organization & contact information 
Fields such as Source, Lead rating, Client type etc. are now included in these exports, which are available from 
the �Actions� button of these on-screen lists. 
 

Stage export 
We now include �status� on the stage export accessed via actions button on job / phase list forms. 
 

 

Job cost summary report   
(& phase cost summary report) 
 
These reports are printable from the job and phase record 

 
 
Billing plans have now been appended to these reports (in a section at the bottom of the reports). 
 

 Job cost summary report  
o Any billing plan that exists on the job (whether job or phase BPs) 

 
 Phase cost summary report  

o Phase billing plan that exists for this phase.  

Last segment of the report: 
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Client targets v invoicing export 
This report shows invoicing against sales targets. The report has been enhanced to optionally display gross profit 
against GP targets. 
 

 

Standard client contact export 
Opt out fields added to this export 
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PURCHASING 

Consolidated purchase orders 
If you are ordering several items from the same supplier you would normally create separate purchase orders for 
each main item. However, sometimes it�s convenient to have these items all appear on a single purchase order 

that can be sent to the supplier as a single order. 
 
This is now possible with Synergist by utilizing the new �consolidated purchase order� feature.  
Note: Currently you can only consolidate purchase orders that are raised on the same job. 
 

Create purchase estimates 
Two estimates created for different items � both for the same supplier. 

 
 

Select these (using ctrl-click) 

 
 

From the actions menu � select �convert selected estimates �� 
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Consolidated purchase order 
The selected purchase estimates are consolodated into a single purchase order. 

 
 
 

Approval 
If you have �approval� switched on you can approve the purchases in the consolidated PO all at once. 
 

 
 
 

Printing the consolidated PO 
 

 
 
To print a consolidated PO click the print icons at the bottom of the page in the normal way. However, you will 
need to have a consolidated purchase order layout installed on your system. There will be a small cost involved 
in having a layout designed if you are not using the standard layouts.  
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Purchase invoices 
You can also allocate a purchase invoice to a consolidated purchase order from the invoices tab. Click the �plus� 

icon� 
 

 
 

 
 
 
The purchase invoice is created automatically and allocated to all of the consolidated purchase orders. 
 

 
 
 

The original purchase orders 
These are still on the system and can be viewed and edited in the normal way. However, they now all share the 
same purchase order number as the other consolidated purchases. To open the consolidated PO click the PO 
number in the right hand corner of the purchase order. 
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Purchasing - miscellaneous 

Approved purchased orders cannot be amended � NB: change in behaviour 
It is no longer possible to make amendments to a purchase order that has already been approved, if you are 
using the PO approval system.  The PO must be un-approved first. 

Final invoice received 
When the final invoice received is being set manually on a purchase order the user�s name is now displayed next 

to the �final invoice received� checkbox. 
 

 
 
 

Supplier�s invoice number on PO Invoices page 
When viewing a purchase order, you can now see the supplier�s invoice number on the �Invoices� page. 

 

Cost value on phase purchases/expenses page 
When viewing the list of POs and expenses on the purchases/expenses page, the cost value shown will change 
to become the total purchase invoices value if a PO is final invoiced. 

VAT and Gross value on expense record 
These figures are now shown in a more logical place when viewing an expense record. 

Purchase order description extended 
This main PO description field has been extended to 70 characters, which is the same as quote and invoice lines. 

Inter-company invoices - currency 
When using the inter-company invoices facility, you can now bring over invoices from a company that may be 
using a different base currency.  This requires that either the purchase order is raised using the base currency of 
the �supplier company� or the sales invoice is raised using the base currency of the �client company�.  The 

currency codes must be the same for this to operate. 

Estimate locked indicator on purchase estimate 
If a phase estimate has been locked/authorised, an indicator now shows on a purchase estimate record to reflect 
this so that the user knows why the estimated amounts can�t be amended. 
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STAFF PORTAL 

Expense entry 
For quick and easy expense entry � the description field will now be pre-filled with a matching description on 
changing the expense type.  

 
 
If you wish to override the default description you can type in your own more detailed description into the 
description field � when you use your own description changing the expense type will no longer overwrite the 
description field.  
 

 
 
Should you wish to re-enable a quick description on your expense entry all you need to do is clear your 
description field and change the expense type menu. 
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Adding a new phase - web 
When adding a new phase to a job you have the option of either using the wizard or simply adding a new phase 
with default settings. However, if you have mandatory fields you are normally forced to use the wizard � since the 
system needs you to enter into the mandatory fields. However there is now an exception to this rule. If you have 
just selected to make �phase type� mandatory you can still use the simple �add phase� option. The system will 
supply a list of phase types to choose from � and then go ahead and create the new phase. 
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Drag and Drop 

Invoices Drag and Drop 
The interface for moving invoice lines up and down has been improved. Up and down buttons have been 
replaced with more intuitive line drag and drop functionality. 

 
 
Hovering over a line will display crosshair cursor � hold and left clicking the mouse button grabs the line allowing 
you to drag the line to a new position. The drop position is shown in green. To drop just release the mouse button 
as the desired insertion point indicated by the green line.  
 

 
 
The line numbers are renumbered as the line is dropped in place.  
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Purchase Orders Drag and Drop 
Drag and drop has also been implemented for purchase order lines.  
 

 
 

Job Quote Drag and Drop 
Drag and drop has also been implemented for job & phase quote lines. 
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CLIENT PORTAL 

Job stages 
Job stages are now supported in the job list of the Client Portal. By checking the �List by stage� checkbox you 

can now group the job portal list by �job stage�. This makes it easy to identify jobs at key stages � like awaiting 
�final approval�. 
 

 

Job List 

 
Searching 
You can also opt to search for items that are related to jobs that are at a specific stage. 
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ACCOUNTS LINKS 

Xero accounts link  
The Xero accounts system supports two optional �Tracking category� fields that can be used for additional 
nominal analysis of sales & purchase invoices. Synergist now also supports these fields which can be 
automatically populated with data from Synergist prior to being exported to Xero. 

Set up 
To use this facility you should first set up tracking category fields in Xero (see Xero help system). Then click the 
�details� button in Synergist�s company settings accounts tab. Type in the names of these fields � these are case 
sensitive. 

 

Defining how these are mapped to Synergist fields 
Use the nominal code builder to do this (in Synergist�s company settings accounts tab � see below) 
The �plus� separator is used to build the nominal code and populate the tracking category fields 

 Fragment 1 (before the first �+�) � this becomes the analysis code for the transaction 
 Fragment 2 (after the first �+�) � this becomes the tracking code for the first tracking category 
 Fragment 3 (after the second  �+�) � this becomes the tracking code for the second  tracking category 

In the example below: 
 The nominal code associated with the Job Type becomes the analysis code 
 The nominal code associated with the Team becomes the first tracking code 
 The Job number becomes the second tracking code 

 

 

Example invoice in Xero 
 Analysis code = 200 � Sales 
 Tracking category Sales region is �EC� 
 Tracking category Job# is job number 1/00334432 
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SCHEDULING 
 

Calendar booking interface 
 

Selection list 
It is now possible to filter the bottom list of estimates to be scheduled using a selection of Charge codes:- 
 

 

Drill down from calendar booking 
You can now open a stage or estimate record by right clicking on a calendar booking and choosing the required 
option. 
 

Calendar  - view by job selection 
Account handlers now have easy access to the diary bookings � which can be filtered to only show bookings for 
jobs they are responsible for. The handler would first open the job list and select the jobs they are interested in. 
Then, from the actions button, select �Calendar x number of jobs�. The system will then open the calendar and 

display any bookings for the selected jobs. In this way the handler can monitor who is working on their jobs, and 
when. This can also be done for specific phases if required. 
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Calendar items for the selected jobs: 

 
 
 

Web Calendar 

Adding notes 
For users of the user web calendar, it is now possible to edit the subject and notes of a calendar entry.  This will 
update the calendar booking with this information which is then visible to the user operating the main calendar 
scheduling tool. 
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Gantt charts 

Gantt charts - % complete 
Gantt charts have been enhanced to show the % complete of job/phases/stages/estimates. If the item is fully 
complete the �completed� checkbox should be checked at which point the relevant task on the Gantt chart is 

marked with a strike-through (MS Project style). 
 

New features 
 MS Project-like strike-through for completed tasks 
 Week numbers added if column width is wide enough 
 Added check box  �include time estimates� to include/exclude time estimates in the Gantt 

 

Editing a stage 

 
 
 

Gantt chart 
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TIMESHEETS 

Web timesheets 
 

Summary view for all companies 
It is now possible to view the summary of timesheets entered across all companies in the web daily entry view.  A 
checkbox is provided to allow this.  NOTE: the �hours required� will be added up from all the staff resource 

records for the user. 

  

 

Weekly timesheet � totals 
At the foot of the weekly timesheets form the total hours and �required� hours are displayed. The submitted time 

is broken down between chargeable and non-chargeable hours. 
 

 

 

 

View job phase 
From the web daily entry view, you are now able to click on an entry to view the associated phase record. 
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Full client timesheets 

Recent time entries in Synergist full client 
By popular demand, this feature has been re-introduced into Synergist.  The screen displayed has been 
improved too. 

 

Post highlighted entries in Synergist full client 
You can now post specific entries when using the full client timesheet facility, whereas previously you only had 
the option to post all the entries. 
 

Timesheet approval (web) 
This feature has been improved. For instance, clicking the buttons for approving / rejecting etc. no longer 
refreshes the entire page. Therefore you can now easily work though a long list of timesheets without constantly 
being taken to the top of the page.  
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OTHER 

Miscellaneous 
 

Job/Phase record 
Totals have been added to the �Pending� tab of the job and phase records. 
 
Estimate page (purchases) has been changed to show the difference between estimated values and actual 
values. 
 

 

Pop-up calendar 
You can now move back and forwards one month by clicking the new icons available. 

 

Email subject when using PDF buttons 
The subject that is generated has been simplified where possible. 

Adding unrestricted users to a client record 
Previously, it was not possible to add users to a client record without first changing their status from �unrestricted� 

to �restricted�.  You can now add users to a client record, but if they are currently �unrestricted� you will be 

prompted that their status will be changed to �restricted� if you proceed. 

Transfer costs 
You can now highlight several entries on the transfer costs screen and then use the �Actions� button to mark the 

highlighted entries to be transferred. 

Accounts link - batch navigation 
Buttons to move forward and backwards through a posting batch have been provided, to make batch review or 
amendment easier. 
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Time estimate discount % 
The discount % field for a time estimate can now be entered, in order to calculate the charge rate. 
 

 

Skills records � charge rate 
When you are adding or editing resource skills records, the standard charge rate is now also shown in addition to 
the skill record charge rate.  It is shown for reference purposes. 
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Marketing Campaigns � detail tab 
Note: This item was released late in a previous release and is part of the optional �Advanced Sales & Marketing Module� 
 
New actions button item �Auto select members using email addresses� 
 

 
 
This new feature makes it easy to update the �responses� for a campaign. If you have a spreadsheet containing 
responses from an emailshot and wish to enter this data into Synergist, simply paste the email addresses into the 
box provided, and click �OK�. 
 

 
 
The system will then highlight any campaign members who have these email addresses: 
 

  
 
You can then select the response description for the selected individuals: 
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Import Wizard 
 
There has been a change to re-arrange the order of certain selections to be more logical.  In addition, it is now 
possible to update existing organization and contact records using the wizard. 
 

 
 
In order to update existing organizations, either the organization name or code must be mapped to a field being 
imported.  For contacts, you must map the organization name/code plus the first and last name of the contact. 
 
If you have the Synergist Advanced Sales & Marketing license, then records that are imported will belong to a 
newly created marketing list.  This is the same as before; however note that you can now create a marketing list 
using the import wizard without updating any other fields, if required. 
 
Additional fields are also available for mapping:- Department, assistant, opt-outs (email, mail, and phone), 
contact roles (separate each one with a semi-colon) and social media fields. 
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Technical Issues 
 
Note: For more details of these and other technical issues see �Version 10.6 tech addendum.pdf� 
 

New company defaults 
Minor alterations to the defaults used when creating a new company dataset in Synergist. 
 
 

Traffic Data import 
For companies migrating from Traffic to Synergist we now have a data upgrade utility. 
 
 
 

Error detection � staff web portal 
Additional error detection has been included in this release � any errors in processing will log you out of the 
system and display an error code in the URL. This feature will provide Synergist support staff with improved error 
detection and identification.  
 
 
 

Process logging 
Our support staff may on occasions ask you to switch on the logging system built into Synergist. This provides 
the support team with a detailed breakdown of processes that have been tracked � making it easier to solve 
certain issues. 
 
 
 

Sage 200 - Manual Cheques 
New feature for our Sage 200 accounts link (still in beta) 
 
 

System failure alerts 
We now provide a system alert routine that can be used to alert System Administrators of any potential issues 
that may need addressing on the server / infrastructure. 
 
 
 
 
 


